The Peptidyl-Prolyl Isomerase Motif Is Lacking in PmpA, the PrsA-Like Protein Involved in the Secretion Machinery of Lactococcus lactis
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The prsA-like gene from Lactococcus lactis encoding its single homologue to PrsA, an essential protein triggering the folding of secreted proteins in Bacillus subtilis, was characterized. This gene, annotated pmpA, encodes a lipoprotein of 309 residues whose expression is increased 7- to 10-fold when the source of nitrogen is limited. A slight increase in the expression of the PrsA-like protein (PLP) in L. lactis removed the degradation products previously observed with the Staphylococcus hyicus lipase used as a model secreted protein. This shows that PmpA either triggers the folding of the secreted lipase or activates its degradation by the cell surface protease HtrA. Unlike the case for B. subtilis, the inactivation of the gene encoding PmpA reduced only slightly the growth rate of L. lactis in standard conditions. However, it almost stopped its growth when the lipase was overexpressed in the presence of salt in the medium. Like PrsA of B. subtilis and PrtM of L. lactis, the L. lactis PmpA protein could thus have a foldase activity that facilitates protein secretion. These proteins belong to the third family of peptidyl-prolyl cis/trans-isomerases (PPIases) for which parvulin is the prototype. Almost all PLP from gram-positive bacteria contain a domain with the PPIase signature. An exception to this situation was found only in Streptococcus pneumoniae and Enterococcus faecalis possess this signature, but those of L. lactis, Streptococcus pyogenes, and Streptococcus mutans do not. However, secondary structure predictions suggest that the folding of PLP is conserved over the entire length of the proteins, including the unconserved signature region. The activity associated with the expression of PmpA in L. lactis and these genomic data show that either the PPIase motif is not necessary for PPIase activity or, more likely, PmpA foldase activity does not necessarily require PPIase activity.

Lactococcus lactis is a gram-positive bacterium which is classified as “generally regarded as safe” following its long history of use in the production of fermented milk products. The potential for using L. lactis for new applications, such as in secretion of heterologous proteins in fermented food products or in the digestive tract of humans, is currently under active study (3, 27, 49, 50, 52). In a previous work, we expressed the Staphylococcus hyicus lipase in L. lactis in order to use lactococci as a lipase delivery vehicle (13). This goal could alleviate lipase deficiency in the digestive tract during digestion (steatorrhea) or improve flavor development in some cheese-making processes. In this study, we have identified several factors that affect the secretion of the S. hyicus lipase in L. lactis (13). In this heterologous host, about 50% of the lipase is not translocated through the cytoplasmic membrane and remains bound to the inner side of the membrane as unprocessed preprolipase. Most of the translocated lipase is associated to the cell wall and partially degraded at its N-terminal end (13). Proteolysis is a natural process required not only for protein turnover but also for the degradation of misfolded proteins (15). In the case of the S. hyicus lipase secretion in L. lactis, it was suggested that most of the translocated lipase is not correctly folded and is thus degraded (13). L. lactis has recently been sequenced, allowing the identification of at least eight genes implicated in protein secretion (6). Furthermore, the membrane protease HtrA, involved in the degradation of hybrid exported proteins, has also been characterized (41). In addition, L. lactis possesses a lipoprotein homologous to PrsA of Bacillus subtilis, encoded by nlp4 (40) or pmpA (6). In B. subtilis, the model organism for protein secretion in gram-positive bacteria, the overproduction of PrsA increases the yield of several heterologous proteins, such as α-amylase (32) or antidigoxin single-chain antibody (55). This indicates that PrsA is a limiting factor in the secretion of heterologous proteins. Recently PrsA of B. subtilis has been shown to belong to a family of a class of proteins: the peptidyl cis/trans-isomerases (PPIases) (42, 46). PPIases are enzymes which catalyze the cis/trans isomerization of the peptidyl-proline bonds in oligopeptides and proteins. Such an isomerization could be important for the proper and efficient folding of proteins. The fact that several extracytoplasmic enzymes involved in the folding of external proteins, such as PrsA (31, 32), PrtM (carried on a plasmid) (24), SurA (4, 45), and PpiD (9), are members of this family suggests that PPIase activity is required for their activity. The PPIase activity was demon-
are present in several species of the genus *Escherichia coli* was grown in Luria-Bertani medium at 37°C, supplemented or not with Casitone (Sigma-Aldrich) or NaCl (Merck).

The corresponding gene, *pmpA*, was cloned from the genome of *L. lactis* subsp. *lactis* MG1363 (6). We show that this gene encodes a lipoprotein that contains the unique PrsA-like protein (PLP), annotated as *prsA* in the periplasm.

**MATERIALS AND METHODS**

**Bacterial strains, media, and growth conditions.** The bacterial strains and plasmids are listed in Table 1. *L. lactis* strains were grown at 30°C in M17 glucose medium (51) or in chemically defined medium (CDM) (48) with 0.5% glucose, supplemented or not with Casitone (Sigma-Aldrich) or NaCl (Merck). *Escherichia coli* was grown in Luria-Bertani medium at 37°C (36). Chloramphenicol was used at a concentration of 10 µg/ml, and erythromycin was used at concentrations of 10 µg/ml for *L. lactis* and 1 mg/ml for *E. coli*. Nisin was used at a concentration of 0.5 µg/ml (13).

**DNA and RNA manipulations.** Plasmid DNA was isolated by standard methods for *E. coli* (25) and *L. lactis* (1). *E. coli* was transformed using the heat shock procedure (47). *L. lactis* was transformed by electroporation of cells grown in the presence of glycine (26). Restriction and modification enzymes were used according to the instructions of the supplier. RNA was prepared from cells grown exponentially in CDM. Total RNA was prepared as previously described for *B. subtilis* (20). Northern hybridizations were performed according to the method of Sambrook et al. (47).

**Plasmid and strain constructions.** (i) Overproduction of PmpA in *L. lactis*. The structural gene corresponding to *pmpA* with its ribosome binding site was amplified from *L. lactis* subsp. *lactis* MG1363 with the oligonucleotides 5'-CAT CGAATTCATGGGAAAGGAGGA-3' and 5'-CTACCAACTTTAAGGCTCTC T-3' designed from the complete genome sequence of *L. lactis* IL1403 (6). The corresponding 1-kb PCR fragment was cloned on the plasmid pGemT (Promega) to yield pJIM2079. This plasmid was fused by *NotI* digestion followed by ligation. The resulting plasmid, pJIM2080, was then transformed in *L. lactis* subsp. *cremonis* NZ9000 (12), which contains *nisRK*, the products of which are necessary to activate PmpA.

(ii) Inactivation of *pmpA* by gene insertion. A PCR fragment of 0.74 kb (ii) Inactivation of the *surA* gene decreased the level of major membrane proteins in the outer membrane (45). Finally, inactivation of either of the two genes induced a periplasmic stress response controlled by sigmaE (9, 37, 45), known to be specifically induced by misfolded proteins in the periplasm.

Here, we report the characterization of the gene that chromosomally encodes the unique PrsA-like protein (PLP), annotated as *pmpA* for protein maturation protein in the genome of *L. lactis* IL-1403 (6). We show that this gene encodes a lipoprotein involved in *L. lactis* secretion machinery. Surprisingly, PmpA does not contain motifs required for PPIase activity (6), but it has a foldase activity because it is involved in improving the secretion of the heterologous *S. hyicus* lipase used as a model of incorrectly folded proteins. The corresponding gene is thus likely the *L. lactis* orthologue of *prsA*. Genome comparisons show that PLP with diversely conserved PPIase motifs are present in several species of the genus *Streptococcus*.

**TABLE 1. Bacterial strains and plasmids**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Bacterial strain or plasmid</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Source or reference</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><em>E. coli</em></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TG1</td>
<td>supE thiD(lac-proAB) hisD5 F' traD36 proAB lacIZΔM15</td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>L. lactis</em></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IL1403</td>
<td><em>L. lactis</em> subsp. <em>lactis</em>, plasmid-free</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MG1363</td>
<td><em>L. lactis</em> subsp. <em>cremonis</em>, plasmid-free</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NZ9000</td>
<td><em>L. lactis</em> pepC::nisRnisK</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MG-*P&lt;sub&gt;a&lt;/sub&gt;-<em>pmpA</em></td>
<td>Cm&lt;sup&gt;+&lt;/sup&gt;, NZ9000 carrying pJIM2080</td>
<td>This work</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MG-*P&lt;sub&gt;a&lt;/sub&gt;-<em>pmpA-Lip&lt;sup&gt;+&lt;/sup&gt;</em></td>
<td>Cm&lt;sup&gt;+&lt;/sup&gt;, Ery&lt;sup&gt;+&lt;/sup&gt;, MG-*P&lt;sub&gt;a&lt;/sub&gt;-<em>pmpA</em> carrying pJIM2430</td>
<td>This work</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MG-*P&lt;sub&gt;a&lt;/sub&gt;-<em>Lip&lt;sup&gt;+&lt;/sup&gt;</em></td>
<td>Cm&lt;sup&gt;+&lt;/sup&gt;, Ery&lt;sup&gt;+&lt;/sup&gt;, NZ9000 carrying pNZ8037 and pJIM2430</td>
<td>This work</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MG-<em>pmpA</em></td>
<td>Ery&lt;sup&gt;+&lt;/sup&gt;, MG1363 carrying pJIM2084 inactivating the <em>pmpA</em> gene</td>
<td>This work</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MG-<em>pmpA-Lip&lt;sup&gt;+&lt;/sup&gt;</em></td>
<td>Cm&lt;sup&gt;+&lt;/sup&gt;, Ery&lt;sup&gt;+&lt;/sup&gt;, MG-<em>pmpA</em> carrying pJIM2088</td>
<td>This work</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MG-<em>PmpA</em>&lt;sub&gt;A&lt;/sub&gt;lux</td>
<td>Cm&lt;sup&gt;+&lt;/sup&gt;, MG1363 carrying pJIM2087 duplicating the <em>pmpA</em> promoter after integration</td>
<td>This work</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MG-<em>Lip&lt;sup&gt;+&lt;/sup&gt;</em></td>
<td>MG1363 carrying pJIM2088</td>
<td>This work</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Plasmids

| pBluescript                  | Amp<sup>+</sup> | Biolabs |
| pGemT                       | Amp<sup>+</sup> | Promega |
| pBV502                      | Ery<sup>+</sup>, Cm<sup>+</sup>, contains the cassette P5-cat-86 | 5 |
| pNZ8037                     | Cm<sup>+</sup>, pNZ273 derivative carrying PnisA | 12 |
| pJIM2430                    | Ery<sup>+</sup>, high-copy-number vector carrying the *lip* gene under the control of P44 | 13 |
| pJIM2374                    | Ery<sup>+</sup>, integrative vector | 11 |
| pJIM3035                    | Cm<sup>+</sup>, integrative vector carrying the *luxA-luxB* gene downstream from a multiple cloning site | E. Guédon |
| pJIM2078                    | Ery<sup>+</sup>, pGemT carrying the structural gene encoding PmpA | This work |
| pJIM2080                    | Cm<sup>+</sup>, derivative of pNZ8037 and pJIM2078 carrying the *pmpA* gene under the control of PnisA | This work |
| pJIM2082                    | Ery<sup>+</sup>, pBluescript containing an internal fragment of *pmpA* | This work |
| pJIM2084                    | Ery<sup>+</sup>, pJIM2374 carrying the internal fragment of the *pmpA* gene from pJIM2082 | This work |
| pJIM2085                    | Amp<sup>+</sup>, pBluescript carrying the promoter region of *pmpA* | This work |
| pJIM2087                    | Cm<sup>+</sup>, derivative of pJIM3035 carrying the *pmpA* promoter region upstream of the *luxA-luxB* genes (P<sub>a</sub>-*pmpA*) | This work |
| pJIM2088                    | Cm<sup>+</sup>, Ery<sup>+</sup>, pJIM2430 (expressing the *lip* gene under the control of P44) carrying the P5-cat-86 cassette of pBV502 | This work |
PCR. The inactivation of *pmpA* was checked by radiolabeling with [3H]palmitic acid. One mutant, MG-*pmpA*, was chosen for further study.

(iii) Study of the *L. lactis* *pmpA* promoter. The *pmpA* promoter region of 0.51 kb was amplified using the oligonucleotides 5' AAAATATATGGAATTCTCCAA AA-3' and 5'CATTGATACGATTCCGCT-3', from the MG1363 chromosome. This fragment was inserted in *EcoRI-EcoRV* (boldface letters) of pBlue script to generate pJIM2085. This plasmid was fused by *EcoRV* in the integrative plasmid pIM3035 (E. Guédin, personal communication), which contains the luciferase genes. The initial vector, pBlue script, was then deleted between Soft and NotI. The resulting plasmid, pJIM2087, yields chloramphenicol-resistant clones after transformation of *L. lactis* subsp. cremoris MG1363, among which MG-*pmpA*:lux was chosen after PCR checking of its proper integration into the chromosome.

Preparation of cellular and supernatant fractions. The cells were recovered from the medium by centrifugation for 10 min at 6,000 × g and treated as previously described (34). The supernatants were passed through filters (0.25 μm) to remove eventual cellular debris. The extracellular proteins, including the heterologous lipase, were precipitated by the addition of solid ammonium sulfate to the supernatant to 70% (wt/vol) (53). After agitation for 2 h at 4°C, the precipitate was collected by centrifugation at 50 min at 10,000 × g and 4°C. The pellets were resuspended in a Tris-HCl buffer (20 mM, pH 8) and dialyzed for 14 h at 4°C. Proteins were electrophoresed in sodium dodecyl sulfate (SDS)-polyacrylamide gels (53) and then either stained with Coomassie blue or immunoblotted with polyclonal rabbit antibodies antilipase (13) followed by ECL detection (Amersham). Quantification of the relative amount of protein in the bands was performed by densitometry.

Radiolabeling of *PrsA*. *L. lactis* growing exponentially in CDM (1 ml) at 30°C was labeled with 50 μCi of [3H]palmitic acid (NEN) for one generation (32, 35). The cellular fractions were prepared as previously described, and samples were run in SDS-polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis. The gel was fixed in isopropanol-water-acetic acid (25:65:10) for 30 min and soaked in Amplify (Amersham) for 15 min. It was dried for 1 h at 80°C and mounted on X-ray film for fluorography.

Luciferase activity measurement. The luciferase activity was measured immediately after the addition of 5 μl of nonaldehyde (Sigma) to either culture broth or a sample diluted in water (14, 44). Light emission was measured in a photometer (LB9501, Berthold).

RESULTS

Analysis of the *prsA*-like gene of *L. lactis*. The sequence of genes homologous to *prsA* was searched in the complete genome sequence of *L. lactis* IL-1403 (6). Only one potential open reading frame (ORF) showed a low but significant level of homology to the *prsA* gene of *B. subtilis*, and its product was named *PmpA*. The previously characterized *prtP* gene encoding the PrtP maturase is harbored by a plasmid in lactococci (6) and encodes a PrsA homologue found in particular *L. lactis* strains. The most probable translational start of *pmpA* is a TTG codon, which is preceded by cgAAGGAga, a sequence close to the ribosome binding site consensus (lowercase letters indicate sequence that does not match the consensus). The *L. lactis* *pmpA* gene potentially encodes a protein of 309 amino acids that is 27% identical to PrsA from *B. subtilis* and 95% identical to 94 residues known from Nlp4 of *L. lactis* MG1363 (40). Its first 24 residues have the characteristic features of signal peptides for exported proteins. Moreover, it contains a consensus cleavage site of lipoprotein signal peptides producing an N-terminal Cys residue in the processed protein (30, 54). We demonstrated that this Cys residue is acylated by radiolabeling with palmitic acid (see below).

About 80 nucleotides upstream from the translational start is a potential promoter with a perfect −10 extended box but no −35 box, a feature already established in an *L. lactis* promoter (21). Some 70 nucleotides upstream from the potential promoter is the last codon of a previously identified ORF, which encodes a potential methyl transferase (CAM) found in the operon with the *pepF2* gene (38). There is no typical rho-independent terminator structure at the end of this ORF in the IL-1403 sequence. Downstream from the *prsA*-like gene is an imperfect stem and loop structure that is not typical for rho-independent terminators. However, the structure is preceded by a sequence that perfectly matches a regulatory element known as the T-box (22). In gram-positive bacteria (including *L. lactis*), the T-box is involved in the transcriptional regulation of the termination-antitermination mechanism of tRNA synthetases and genes involved in amino acid biosynthesis. About 100 nucleotides downstream from this structure is an ORF sharing about 60% identity with alanyl tRNA synthetases from gram-positive bacteria, and that T-box could be involved in the regulation of this gene. A distinct 1.2-kb messenger band was revealed by Northern blot with a probe internal to the *prsA*-like gene (not shown), suggesting that *pmpA* is transcribed from the potential promoter described above down to the putative terminator attenuating the transcription of the alanyl tRNA synthetase.

Distribution and organization of *prsA*-like gene loci in the bacterial world. We searched for the homologues of PrsA in databanks (GenBank at NCBI and the unfinished genomes at The Institute for Genomic Research), paying special attention to gram-positive bacteria. Potential proteins sharing homology with PrsA were found in the unfinished genomes of *Staphylococcus aureus*, *Enterococcus faecalis*, *Streptococcus pneumoniae*, *Streptococcus pyogenes* (two copies), *Streptococcus mutans*, *Clostridium difficile* (four copies), and *Clostridium acetobutylicum* (two copies). Additional homologues were found in gram-negative bacteria and the archaeon *Cenarchaeum symbiosum*. Some of these proteins may be secreted (such as Cbf2 from *Campylobacter jejuni* [7]), others may be periplasmic (such as SurA from *E. coli* [45]), intracellular (such as ParV from *E. coli* [42]), or associated with the cytoplasmic membrane (such as PpiD, also from *E. coli* [9]). No homologues were detected in the complete genomes of *Synechnocystis*, *Chlamydia*, and the six completely sequenced archeobacteria (*Aeropyrum pernix* strain K1, *Archaeoglobus fulgidus*, *Methanobacterium thermotrophicum*, *Methanococcus jannaschii*, *Pyrococcus abyssi*, and *Pyrococcus horikoshii*). Concerning the gram-positive bacteria, PrsA homologues were not found in *Mycoplasma* and *Mycobacterium* genomes. The comparative organization of the *prsA*-like genes in gram-positive bacteria is presented in Fig. 1. The *plp* genes from three streptococci are found in a genetic environment similar to that of *L. lactis*, with the exception of the second copy of the gene in *S. pyogenes*. They are all downstream from the Peep-CAM genes and upstream of the alanyl tRNA synthetase gene, except in *S. pneumoniae* where an insertion sequence is present downstream of it. In contrast, the *E. faecalis* *plp* gene is not close to these genes. However, genes encoding histidine triad proteins are present 1 and 5 kb upstream of *prsA* in *B. subtilis* and its *E. faecalis* homologue. The *S. aureus* *prsA*-like gene is followed by a *cbf1* gene, the product of which shares 52% identity with YhaM encoded by the gene following *prsA* in *B. subtilis*. The organization in the vicinity of the *prsA*-like genes from the two clostridia differs from the preceding ones. *plp4* from both is preceded by gene homologous to *mfjA* and followed by *spoVB* from *B. subtilis*, while *plp4* from *C. acetobutylicum* and *C. difficile*, respectively, may be preceded by the
same sequences, but the limited size of the plp4 contig does not allow confirmation of this possibility.

The signature motif for peptidyl-prolyl PPIases is absent in PLP of several streptococci. The alignments of the previously reported PLP with representative proteins from the PPIase family are presented in Fig. 2A and B. The identities between these proteins are restricted to the PPIase domain between PLP and the other PPIase (Fig. 2B) and remain low between the different PLP (Fig. 2C). For example, only 40 to 50% identical residues are found in the

*Streptococcus* homologues. The identity falls to 20% or less between PLP from clostridia and those of the other gram-positive bacteria (Fig. 2C). Although identity is low between these proteins, they share common structural features. Most PLP from the gram-positive bacteria contain a peptide leader followed by a cysteine, suggesting that they are lipoproteins. Plp2 from *C. acetobutylicum* and Plp4 from *C. difficile* only appear to be intracellular, since they are not preceded by a potential leader peptide. The extracellular PLP show a similar composition and organization of three protein regions (Fig. 2A): (i) an N-terminal region of 140 to 150 residues, (ii) a central part corresponding to the *E. coli* PPIase Parvulin, and (iii) a C-terminal region of 50 to 100 residues. The predicted secondary structure of these proteins seems to be well conserved even in the first and the last regions that are less conserved on the amino acid sequence level. The signature of the PPIase motif F-[GSADEI]-x-[LVAQ]-A-x(3)-[ST]-x(3,4)-[STQ]-x(3,5)-[GER]-G-x-[LIVM]-[GS] (45) is preserved in the PLP from clostridia and differs by at most two residues in *E. faecalis*, *S. pneumoniae*, and *S. aureus* and by as much as five to seven residues in *S. pyogenes* (the two proteins),

---

**FIG. 1.** Comparative organization of different prsA-like genes. Arrows represent the open reading frames. Arrows with a common color or motif encode homologous products in the different genomes. Those discussed in the text are the following: *plp* (*prsA*-like protein), *pepF* (peptidase F), CAM (similar to a caffeoyl-CoA O-methyltransferase), *alaRS* (alanyl-tRNA synthetase), *HIT* (histidine triad proteins), *speB* (exotoxin SpeB), *tpt* (fibrial tuft organization from *S. cristatus*), plasmid-borne *prpP* (cell wall protease) and *prtM* (*PrpP* maturase), *cbf1* and *yhaM* (similar to CMP-binding factor), *sptV* (stage V sporulation protein T from *B. subtilis*), and *mfd* (transcription repair coupling factor mfd from *B. subtilis*). The double arrows indicate the conserved promoter region of *plp2* and *plp4* from *C. acetobutylicum* and *C. difficile*, respectively.
FIG. 2. Multiple alignment of several PrsA-like proteins and PinA (A), more extensive alignment of PPIase domain of PLP with representative proteins belonging to the PPIase family (B), and phylogenetic dendrogram indicating the percentage of identity between the PLP of gram-positive bacteria (C). Protein sequences were aligned by using the PILEUP program (GCG). The alignments were edited manually and colored by Boxshade. Identical residues and conservative changes in more than half of the aligned sequences are on dark and light gray backgrounds, respectively. The boxed region contains the PPIase signature motif. Residues diverging from the PPIase signature are in white on a black background. The secondary structure of these proteins was predicted by the GORIV program (17). Alpha helix (gray arrows) and beta sheet (arrows with wave pattern) structures were indicated when predicted in more than 16 sequences at each position. The predicted structures fit with the known structure of the PPIase part of the human Pin1 protein, for which the names of the domains are indicated under the arrows \( \beta_1 \) to \( \beta_4 \) and \( \alpha_1 \) to \( \alpha_4 \) (6). The dendrogram was obtained by the successive use of the pileup, distances, and growtree programs of the GCG package. B.sub, *B. subtilis*; Cjej, *C. jejuni*; Cacet, *C. acetobutylicum*; Cdif, *C. difficile*; Efae, *E. faecalis*; Ecol, *E. coli*; Llac, *L. lactis*; Saur, *S. aureus*; Smut, *S. mutans*; S pneumoniae; S pyo, *S. pyogenes*.
S. mutans, and L. lactis (shown as white letter on a black background in Fig. 2B). This suggests that the PPIase activity may be absent in the last four proteins.

**Effect of L. lactis PmpA overproduction on lipase production.** Since PmpA from L. lactis presents the most important divergence from the PPIase signature, we decided to check whether or not it still has a foldase activity similar to that of PrsA from B. subtilis. For this purpose, the L. lactis MG1363 pmpA gene was placed in pJIM2080 under the control of PnisA, a promoter inducible in L. lactis. The overproduction of PmpA was confirmed by the analysis of lipoproteins after radiolabeling the cells with tritiated palmitic acid (Fig. 3A). A protein with a mass of 34 kDa, whose size corresponds to that of PmpA, was clearly overproduced in MG-Pnis::pmpA induced by nisin (lane 4), whereas this band was less intense without nisin induction (lane 3) or in the control without the cloned gene (lanes 1 and 2). The relative amount of PmpA could be quantified by comparing the intensity of the band corresponding to PmpA with the bands corresponding to the other labeled lipoproteins. PmpA is overproduced about 2-fold and more than 10-fold in the presence of pJIM2080 without and with nisin, respectively.

In a preceding work, we have shown that S. hyicus lipase was not correctly exported in L. lactis (13). In particular, degraded forms of the lipase were found to accumulate in the cell wall fraction. The lipase gene under the control of a strong constitutive L. lactis promoter carried on pJIM2430 was introduced in the strain MG-Pnis::pmpA carrying pmpA under the control of the nisin-inducible promoter. The production of the different forms of the lipase was followed by Western blotting with anti-CtermLIP serum (Fig. 4). Degradation products of the lipase were not found in the L. lactis MG1363 derivative carrying the pmpA gene under the control of PnisA. This effect did not require the addition of nisin, showing that a slight level of PmpA overexpression (less than twofold) was sufficient to produce this effect. The total amount of lipase seems lower in the presence of pJIM2080. However, the amount of the correctly translocated lipase present in the extracellular fraction is about fourfold higher in the PmpA-overproducing strain, suggesting that it is better secreted.

**PmpA inactivation affects cells growth only when heterologous lipase is overproduced.** Since many previously known membrane-bound components of the bacterial secretion machinery including PrsA of B. subtilis are indispensable, it was of interest to test whether this would be the case in L. lactis. A fragment of 0.74 kb internal to the MG1363 pmpA gene was cloned into the integrative plasmid pJIM2374. Integration of this plasmid by simple crossing over is expected to interrupt the pmpA gene and yield erythromycin-resistant recombinants. Since pmpA is transcribed independently from upstream genes and not clustered to the downstream essential alaRS gene, no polar effect is expected upon pJIM2374 integration. Erythromycin-resistant clones were tested by PCR (data not shown) and radiolabeling with [3H]palmitic acid (Fig. 3B). In contrast with the case with B. subtilis (31, 32), the inactivation of the pmpA gene was easily obtained with L. lactis MG1363. Under normal growth conditions (in CDM at 30°C), a slight decrease of the growth rate of the MG-pmpA mutant was observed (Fig. 5A).

To better define the phenotype associated with PmpA inactivation in L. lactis, we tested the ability of the resulting mutant to grow under different environmental conditions. There was no significant difference during its growth at 37°C, which is a high temperature for L. lactis (not shown). However, in osmotic stress induced by the addition of 0.25 M NaCl (Fig. 5B) or 0.6 M sorbitol (not shown), the generation time of MG-
pmpA was threefold higher than that of MG1363 (210 min instead of 75 min).

To test whether PmpA is indispensable for the cells when heterologous proteins are secreted, pJIM2088 was transformed in MG1363 and in its pmpA mutant. When lipase was produced by the cell, the growth of the mutant was more strongly affected than that of the wild-type strain. This effect was dramatic when the cells were subject to an additional stress with 0.25 M NaCl, since the mutant strain no longer grew (Fig. 5A and B). Western blots were done to compare the different forms of the lipase produced with the wild-type and pmpA mutant strains (Fig. 4). The same bands were observed for the two strains, but the amount of the precursor form (prepro-lipase) relative to the processed prolipase increased about fourfold in the mutant.

**Transcriptional regulation of pmpA.** The transcription of pmpA was studied by luciferase gene fusion with the pmpA promoter in pJIM2087. This plasmid was integrated into the chromosome of the MG1363 strain to produce MG-P<sub>pmpA::lux</sub>. The integration of the plasmid duplicates the pmpA promoter so that the strain has a wild-type phenotype. In the M17 medium, the luciferase activity per cell was almost constant for some 3 h and then decreased slightly (Fig. 6). In CDM, this activity increased about sevenfold during the mid-exponential growth phase and then decreased in the stationary phase. The addition of NaCl or sorbitol to CDM did not change the expression level or pattern (not shown). Moreover, during

---

**Fig. 4.** Western blot using anti-CtermLIP serum of total cell extract (C) (0.1 U) and supernatant (S) (0.5 U) of the control strain, MG-P<sub>nis</sub>-Lip<sup>+</sup>, the strain overproducing PmpA with the lipase, MG-P<sub>nis::pmpA-Lip</sub><sup>+</sup>, and the pmpA mutant, MG-pmpA<sup>−</sup>. The addition of the nisin inducer in the growing medium is indicated by -nis or +nis. See the legend to Fig. 3 for an explanation of U.

**Fig. 5.** Growth of MG1363 (filled squares), MG-pmpA<sup>−</sup> (open squares), MG-Lip<sup>+</sup> (filled circles), and MG-pmpA-Lip<sup>+</sup> (open circles) at 30°C in CDM (A) and in CDM with NaCl 0.25 M (B).
overproduction of the lipase the transcription of pmpA was not affected (not shown).

The increase of PmpA expression in CDM compared to M17 suggests that some components of M17 may repress its expression, or that components of CDM may induce it. M17 is rich in peptides and amino acid-containing nitrogen source, to CDM. Increasing amounts of Casitone progressively reduced the transcription of pmpA. In a 1% Casitone solution, the luciferase activity of the pmpA::lux fusion was at a level comparable to that produced in the M17 medium (Fig. 6). This indicates that a nitrogen source may repress pmpA expression. Since peptides are more rapidly metabolized by L. lactis than are amino acids, it is possible that they regulate pmpA expression.

**DISCUSSION**

PLP are not well conserved in gram-positive bacteria. In this work we have characterized the unique chromosomesal gene of *L. lactis*, *pmpA*, whose product is slightly homologous to PrsA of *B. subtilis*. The N-terminal sequence corresponding to its first 96 amino acids was previously detected by a systematic screen for exported proteins (40). A search of sequences in the available genomes revealed that homologous genes are present in all gram-positive bacteria, except mycoplasma and mycobacteria that do not have a typical cell wall. With gram-positive bacteria, almost all the PLP are potential lipoproteins, since they contain a cysteine residue next to the potential cleavage site of their leader peptide. The only two exceptions to this rule are two probable intracellular proteins encoded by *plp2* and *plp4* in *C. acetobutyllicum* and *C. difficile*, respectively. Genes encoding PrsA-like lipoproteins are present in several copies in *B. subtilis* (prsA and yacD), *S. pyogenes* (2 copies), *C. difficile* (3 copies) and several strains of *L. lactis* (*pmpA* and *prtM*). Alignment of these proteins shows that the different copies present in *C. difficile* and *S. pyogenes* are more closely related to each other than to genes from closely related genomes, suggesting that they arose by gene duplication. This is not the case with PrsA and YacD in *B. subtilis* and PmpA and PrtM in *L. lactis*. For the latter, it could be expected that the presence of *prtM* is the result of a lateral transfer, since the gene is carried on a plasmid and is flanked by IS elements (24).

A striking feature of PLP is their low percentage of homology. For example, PLP from streptococci share only 40% to 50% identical residues, against 70 to 80% for most orthologous proteins (for example, about 75% for the CAM and PepF localized just upstream of *pmpA*). This difference is even more pronounced for more distantly related bacteria. The PLP of *S. pyogenes* is 36, 12, and 10% identical to those of *E. faecalis*, *S. aureus*, and clostridia, versus 57, 43, and 39% for PepF. This suggests (i) that the foldase activity of these proteins does not require a high level of conservation of the primary sequences and/or (ii) that the corresponding genes evolved rapidly under a strong selective pressure and/or, lastly, (iii) that these genes are not true orthologues. The fact that the genes in the vicinity of the *prsA*-like genes are conserved in bacterial families such as the *Streptococcaceae* (*Streptococcus*, *Lactococcus*) may support the first hypothesis.

PLP are thought to be involved in the folding of many exported proteins. The product of the second copy of the gene, when present, may have a more focused role. PrtM from *L. lactis* is required for the self-activation of the cell wall protease PrtP (24). The expression of *Plp2* from *S. pyogenes* may be required for the proper export of the virulence-associated factors encoded upstream (the exotoxin SpeB) or downstream (homologous to *ipt* genes from *Streptococcus cristatus* involved in fimbrial tuft function) in a region that appears to be a virulence island (Fig. 1).

The absence of the PPlase motif in *L. lactis* PmpA does not impair secretion-improving activity. PLP previously described were shown to contain a PPlase signature domain (42, 46). A remarkable feature of some PLP presented here is their unconserved PPlase signature domain. This is particularly striking for PLP from *Streptococcaceae*, including *L. lactis* and the pathogenic streptococci with the exception of *S. pneumoniae*. Moreover, PLP from theses bacteria do not share additional conserved residues in the PPlase domain of the protein. This is obvious for the motifs forming β1, β4, and the turn between β2 and α4, and to a lesser extent in α4 and β3. This suggests that (i) these potential foldases do not have PPlase activity, and/or (ii) these particular residues do not need to be conserved for PPlase activity in *Streptococcaceae*. The secondary structure in these regions seems to be perfectly conserved in all of the aligned proteins except those which lack the PPlase motifs where a helix α3 seems to be absent (Fig. 2B). However, three-dimensional structure simulation of this region suggests that a coiled region could compensate this deletion, supporting the idea that the overall structure of the domain is conserved (not shown).

Our results strongly suggest that PmpA from *L. lactis* has a foldase activity, since its overproduction drastically decreased the accumulation of degradation products of an overproduced heterologous lipase and increase significantly the amount of correctly secreted prolipase. The simplest interpretation is that PmpA allowed the proper folding of the lipase, thus preventing its degradation by HtrA, the unique surface protease in *L. lactis* (41). Indeed, the extracellular form of the lipase is not degraded in an htrA mutant of IL-1403 (41). An alternative
explanation would be that the overproduction of PmpA increased the activity of HtrA toward the lipase degradation products, either by changing their folding to forms more susceptible to proteolysis or by affecting the folding of HtrA. Since HtrA does not require the presence of PmpA to degrade the lipase in a pmpA mutant, we consider this alternative less likely. However, in both cases, PmpA would exert a foldase activity in L. lactis. This is particularly interesting since L. lactis PmpA lacks the motifs found in PPIases of the parvulin family. Since mutation of the PPIase domain of PpiD from E. coli (9) abolished their activity, we propose that either the L. lactis foldase does not require PPIase activity or its PPIase activity is carried out by a motif greatly different from those characterized previously. Further work is required to distinguish between these possibilities.

The sequence analysis data presented here may be further exploited to guide future research on this topic. PLP are formed by 3 regions: the central one may confer a PPIase activity in certain PLP, but the function of the N-terminal and carboxy-terminal domains remains unknown. The primary sequences of these regions are not always well conserved in all PLP proteins. However, in addition to common motifs, the secondary structures of these proteins seem to be similar, supporting the hypothesis that they play a similar function. It was suggested that these domains may increase the specific activity of the PPIase by providing specificity for a selected substrate (45). Alternatively, they may perform additional folding functions. The fact that L. lactis PmpA has a foldase activity without a conserved PPIase domain supports the second hypothesis. Other chaperones were found to exert a second activity, such as DnaJ, which is also a protein disulphide isomerase (10). Cyclophilin may have a chaperone role independent of its PPIase activity (16), although this was not later confirmed (28). Recently, it was also shown that the chaperone-like activity of FkpA in E. coli was independent of its PPIase activity (2, 43).

Potential role of PmpA in L. lactis. The pmpA gene was deleted from L. lactis without a strong effect on the growth rate in a rich medium under normal environmental conditions. This suggests that the PmpA protein plays a limited role in L. lactis. In general, extracellular enzymes play a rather limited role in the life of these bacteria, living in a nutrient-rich environment (e.g., milk, mucosa, or vegetals), compared to the case with soil bacteria, such as B. subtilis, where PrsA is required for growth (31, 32). Interestingly, PLP from S. pneumoniae retained the PPIase motif, suggesting that this pathogenic bacteria exports proteins requiring a PPIase activity associated with PLP. The possibility of obtaining a null mutant of this gene in L. lactis may provide a useful tool for the molecular study of enzymes of this family.

The phenotypical effect of the pmpA mutation was more pronounced under salt stress, which induces the synthesis of at least 12 new proteins in L. lactis (29, 39). The production of the lipase during salt stress amplified the effect of the pmpA mutation, suggesting that PmpA became a limiting factor for the production of salt resistance systems in L. lactis. Since the transcription of pmpA is not stimulated by salt stress, it is possible that the role of PmpA in salt stress resistance is indirect. It cannot be ruled out that accumulation of unprocessed lipase in the membrane causes defects that result in an increased sensitivity of the cell. Interestingly, pmpA transcription is increased during exponential growth when the nitrogen source is limited, suggesting that its expression may be required for the folding of factors involved in nitrogen supply, such as the cell wall protease or the three peptide transport systems Opp, DtpT, and DtpP, that are induced under similar conditions (23).

Interestingly, the unprocessed preprolipase is accumulated in larger amounts in the pmpA mutant. In a previous work, we have shown that this unprocessed form of the lipase was present at the inner surface of the cytoplasmic membrane (13). The increased defect of lipase translocation in a pmpA mutant suggests that PmpA might have a role in the folding of some trigger factors involved in the translocation machinery. The amount of PmpA in the wild-type strain does not limit the activity of these factors, since its overproduction did not decrease the amount of the unprocessed lipase. However, a defect in the activity of such a factor in a pmpA mutant would explain the phenotype conferred by the pmpA mutation, in particular the increased salt sensitivity during lipase secretion caused by limiting the production of resistance systems as proposed above.
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